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Jenny Lisk: My guest today is Diane Ingram Fromme, author of Stepparenting the Grieving 

Child. Diane is joining us from her home office in Fort Collins, Colorado. Diane, 

welcome. 

D Ingram Fromme: Thank you so much Jenny. I appreciate you inviting me in the show. 

Jenny Lisk: I'd like to ask you to start if you would please by reading a passage from your 

book. This is from the start of chapter six and just to set it up for listeners, at the 

time you had been married to Brian, a widower with kids, for two years and 

your stepkids, Brittany and Ian were 10 and 8 years old. 

D Ingram Fromme: That is correct. Here we go. During Brian's and my pursuit of grieving stepfamily 

support we met our new family therapist, Dr. G. He wasn't just any garden-

variety counselor. He had a goofy grin and a way of making us laugh hard at 

least once during the session. At one of the get-to-know-you appointments he 

met with me separately. "So, how's it going with the kids," he asked. "Pretty 

good most of the time," I said, "but there are times where I feel like none of us 

are really comfortable being with each other." "Well, how long have known 

them?" I sat up a little straighter in my chair, "Going on five years now." "So you 

are still in the relationship building phase," he said. 

D Ingram Fromme: I nodded my head in the affirmative until his words caught up with my ears, 

"What?" My eyes popped, "I said five years." "That's right," he said, "the 

relationship building phase goes on for a very long time, even 10, 12, 15 years." I 

couldn't believe what I was hearing. All those rooms shared during vacations, 

school lunches packed and hot pretzel and cheese snacks baked after school. 

Didn't these little traditions mean that we had created a solid relationship? 

D Ingram Fromme: Dr. G proceeded to tell me about guidelines I've only heard of recently, but 

didn't yet believe. You shouldn't be disciplining the kids during the relationship 

building phase because you haven't yet earned their trust. "Oh dear," I thought. 

"And it would be good for the kids if you thought about ways to remember 

Cathy's birthday and death date anniversaries," he mentioned. The chagrined 

look on my face cause dr. G to take a gentler tone. "Maybe we should start at 

Grief 101," he said. 

Jenny Lisk: Wow, thank you. Thank you for sharing that. When I read that earlier, I was 

really surprised that your therapist said, I mean, five years and you were still in 

the get-to-know-you phase. 

D Ingram Fromme: Yeah. Well, that was a huge turning point for me to hear that. And I have to tell 

you that hearing and really bringing it into my heart, of course, they're two 

different things, but I was shocked. I just had not really understood that 

stepfamily development could take that much time and I would say it took me a 

good another five years to really accept that this was true and that there were 
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times and places where I could discipline and help Brian with that and there 

were times and places where I really needed to leave that to him. 

Jenny Lisk: Interesting. Okay. Do you think this is a common situation that maybe 

stepparents don't ... Have the kind of the same surprising reaction that you had 

or I had to that comment. You think it's common for people to think it would be 

quicker than it is? 

D Ingram Fromme: I do think it's common. I think a stepparent, probably most stepparents enter a 

stepfamily with a lot of optimism and a real like moving forward mentality and 

momentum. I think that forward motion really is what takes over. Many people 

do not do research on the stepfamily cycle, which is a very real and well-

researched ... It's not even a timeline. It's a phased approach to how 

stepfamilies might develop and that was originated by Patricia Papernow, Dr. 

Patricia Papernow, and she just did some foundational work there. But if you're 

not thinking about going and researching stepfamilies, you're not going to come 

across them. So I do think it's very common. 

Jenny Lisk: Let's come right back to her stepfamily cycle because I think it'll be good to 

understand that a little bit more, but first, could you just maybe tell listeners 

how did you happen to become the stepparent of grieving kids and how long 

now have you been a part of this family? 

D Ingram Fromme: Sure. Let's see. Well, Brian and I have now been married for it'll be 25 years this 

July. 

Jenny Lisk: Wow. 

D Ingram Fromme: And I met his kids, because we worked together I had met his kids and I had met 

his former wife as well, probably I would say 28 years ago, something like that. 

And of course, at the time I had no idea, I had no idea how the kids and I would 

eventually end up in the same family, but while we were working together in 

major electronics firm, Brian kind of disappeared for a while and then I learned 

that his former wife had gotten cancer and was going through a number of 

treatments. It was interesting because around the same time I had been 

married before and I had separated from my husband and when he came back, 

he was really ready to talk about ... He needed friends. 

D Ingram Fromme: So different people in our division would go out to lunch with him and I was one 

of them. So that's kind of how we got to know each other. It's just very 

interesting, when he was going through the whole phases of grief, but I think 

what he was focused on was, "Of course I want my wife to live. However, I need 

to be prepared to raise my kids if she does not live." I think he and she were in 

two different spaces in that regard and he was trying to maintain some 

semblance of what would I do if she passed away. 
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D Ingram Fromme: But anyway, over time after she did pass away he wanted to raise the kids on his 

own for eight months to a year, that was his goal, but we were still deepening 

our relationship at that time. And then we finally got married and I have to say, 

here's my optimism, "Oh, I'm good with kids. I was a day camp counselor. I like 

kids." But I didn't have kids of my own. And I literally came into that relationship 

with just a momentum of believing that it was all going to work out, but not 

really doing any research. 

Jenny Lisk: Okay, and when you and Brian married, how old were the kids? 

D Ingram Fromme: Let's see, when we got married they were six and almost eight. 

Jenny Lisk: Okay. All right. So let's go back then to that stepfamily cycle that you 

mentioned. So can you describe the cycle and talk about that little bit? 

D Ingram Fromme: Sure, sure, and I'm going to use the words that I put around it in my book. The 

first phase is a very critical thing and that's the fantasy phase of stepfamily living 

and that's exactly what I just described to you. That's where I was, like, "Okay, 

I'm a good person. The kids are good people. Brian's a good person. We're all 

gonna work this out." I think a common feeling that stepparents have after a 

while, it's kind of like the honeymoon phase ending in a relationship. It's oh, 

some days things don't feel quite right, like we just don't really quite feel like 

we're gelling as a family and a stepparent often continues to feel more and 

more like an outsider. 

D Ingram Fromme: So the fantasy phase is shared by usually all members of the family, like even 

younger kids will believe that this new person in the family can be helpful, but 

then they start to have feelings of conflict because they want to be loyal to the 

parent that died or disappeared. So that whole fantasy phase can actually last a 

really long time, but usually there's some pivotal event that helps break the 

fantasy. The one I shared in my book, it was a family where the former mom 

had been a seamstress and she was just so good, she would sew all the kids 

Halloween costumes and anytime something frayed or frazzled, she would 

mend it, but the stepmom did not have that skill at all. 

D Ingram Fromme: So one of the kids went to the stepmom and asked for a costume for some 

school play or something and the stepmom just was not able, and just knew 

that that was not something that she was able to produce, and that was like a 

pivotal moment for the child to realize that the new mom didn't have the same 

characteristics as the former mom. Okay. So that's the fantasy stage. 

D Ingram Fromme: And then there's usually a breakthrough. I think I really want to iterate that you 

just don't know the time frame that this is going to occur. Stepfamily is really 

developed very organically and you have to have a lot of trust in them as the 

natural parent and the stepparent that this is going to evolve at some point, but 

suddenly you'll notice that communication is getting easier. One way we did this 
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in our family was we started having family meetings and we tried to make them 

really fun and do little events like ice cream sundae bars and things like that. 

D Ingram Fromme: We noticed that as we started this tradition, that the kids got more comfortable 

talking about what was on their mind and now you're kind of moving into this 

middle ground where communication, which is fundamental to any family, 

communication is becoming easier and more natural and we're getting things 

out on the table that we weren't able to say before or that we didn't even know 

... We had feelings, but we had no idea how to express them. 

D Ingram Fromme: And then, of course that communication phase sticks, but then the third phase 

is what I call finding a family rhythm. And that is when your family, if you're 

comparing the fantasy stage where things just so many times don't feel right, 

this third stage is, oh, many times things do feel pretty natural and stepfamily 

issues are not at the top of our halo of concern anymore. Now we're just dealing 

with daily life and day-to-day family issues and occasionally stepfamily issues 

will come up and we'll, of course, talk about them. So that's kind of an overview 

of that. It can take a long time. It can continue forever, through the kids being 

adults. It's going to have phases all the way through. 

Jenny Lisk: So we're not talking a horizon of months here. You're talking years or many 

years. 

D Ingram Fromme: Many years. 

Jenny Lisk: Right. Okay. Okay. All right. I think that's helpful. After you read the passage in 

the beginning, it was moving a little bit into the question of disciplining kids and 

what that means for ... I guess, the question, what is the role of the stepparent 

in disciplining the kids or not, or how does that ... What are your thoughts about 

that topic? 

D Ingram Fromme: Sure. So I'll say a couple general things about the role of the stepparent and 

then I have, if you have a pen and paper handy I have a little exercise to do to 

actually visualize what a stepparent's role might be with regard to discipline. 

Jenny Lisk: Okay. 

D Ingram Fromme: I often get the question, "If I'm not replacing the deceased parent," which we 

can talk about that more later because a stepparent should not replace, "then 

what is my role in the family?" So I came up with a phrase that stepparents are 

the "and" in the family, not the "instead." So "instead" is replacing, "and" is, "I 

am an additional person, resource, guide," I like the word guide, "in your lives to 

be here for you and help you." And that word additional, the and, is very 

important because the more that the kids get that flavor, that you mean that, I 

think the more that they can allow that trust and relationship building to occur 

over time. 
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D Ingram Fromme: Another thing about the stepparent role, and where there's been a death in the 

family, stepparents that are stepping into this role don't realize that they are 

really on the team of people that need to help honor the deceased parent in 

some way or at least allow the space for that parent to be honored within the 

family. But specifically with regards to discipline. So just on a piece of paper if 

you just draw a horizontal line, just, it doesn't matter how wide it is as long as it 

has a left side and right side and some space to write notes around it. 

D Ingram Fromme: So picture this as a continuum of how old the kids are, and the left side is 

younger kids. So I would say up to maybe around 10. And then the right side of 

that continuum would be like teens to adult stepchildren. Okay. So as you look 

at the continuum, where did you enter the stepfamily or if you are considering 

marrying a widow or widower, how old will the kids be when you join the 

family? 

D Ingram Fromme: So if you are more on the left side, then you are going to have more what I call 

relationship runway to move organically with the family over time and build 

relationships with the kids. If you are coming in when the kids are older, on right 

side, you literally don't have the rest of that line, you don't have that runway 

and that is very, very critical concept with regard to disciplining and the role of 

discipline because I feel, and have also been told by therapists and by doing 

research, that over time you earn some trust and more of the right to provide 

the discipline, but at the beginning, no matter how old the kids are the mantra 

should be connection, not correction. 

Jenny Lisk: Connection, not correction. Okay. Okay. 

D Ingram Fromme: And that is a phrase also, Patricia Papernow coined that phrase, and I really, 

truly believe it. Especially looking back, I have the advantage of hindsight now, 

and especially looking back over the years, stuff with my stepfamily. So if you 

are coming into a family with older children there's actually a movement I've 

been reading about, it's called living apart together. I'm not suggesting this, but I 

do want to talk about it. 

D Ingram Fromme: Some families that have kids that are maybe 15, 16 and older are deciding to 

keep the couple's ... Each member of the couple is keeping their separate home 

and they still do, they still date, they still hang out at each other's houses, but 

they don't actually merge the families until the kids are launched, whether that 

means going to college or off on a gap year or starting the job. And the reason is 

that the stepparent does not have that relationship runway. 

D Ingram Fromme: So the whole discipline issue with ... If you think about child development, take 

out the stepfamily dynamics and I feel like the teen years are just like you take 

the dinner plate and you just flip it over. I mean, you're just overturning the 

apple cart because it's such a unique developmental phase. So to layer the 

stepparenting -- the stepfamily cycle -- and the teen years, that's a lot. That 
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could very well detract from the relationship that a widow or a widower would 

like to develop with a new person in your life. 

D Ingram Fromme: And just throwing it out there because I read about this first maybe about a year 

ago and I was kind of surprised. Wow, why wouldn't you just move in together? 

And the more I read about it, the more sense it made in this context. 

Jenny Lisk: Interesting. Okay. Thanks for sharing that. You mentioned something interesting 

that I wanted to circle back on, this idea of not trying to replace the deceased 

parent. So maybe you're coming into the family in the same gender role as the 

parent who's deceased, but you're not that person. Can you talk a little bit 

about not trying to replace that parent and why that's so important? 

D Ingram Fromme: Sure. Sure. Let's start with a divorce scenario, just for the comparison. 

Jenny Lisk: Sure. 

D Ingram Fromme: If there is another parent who is accessible and the children are spending time 

with that parent, they are continuing a relationship with that parent. Now, in 

the scenario where a parent has died, there is a temptation, to step into the gap 

as a stepparent without realizing that the kids still need to continue a 

relationship with the other parent. The phrase in psychology research is 

continuing bonds. So you should able to recognize that there are going to be 

certain days and times, maybe predictable like anniversaries, but maybe not 

predictable where a young person will just really be missing something, some 

aspect of that parent that's gone. 

D Ingram Fromme: I think at the very least the stepparent needs to be sensitive to this knowledge 

that this is not a personal attack, this is simply a young person missing 

somebody who's gone. What I often advise is connecting with our own losses to 

build empathy to be able to at least recognize and be sensitive to other people's 

losses. When I first married Brian I had lost my father very recently before that, 

but I think in the whirlwind of a new romance I didn't really connect with the 

empathy and it took a longer time and losing other things in my life, either 

important goals I was trying to achieve that didn't work out or people, to go, 

"Oh, I know how I feel when I'm thinking of this person. He's not here anymore, 

and that's got to be how my stepkids feel when they're thinking about their 

mom." 

Jenny Lisk: Do you have any tips on how to help the kids remember that deceased parent? 

Is that your role as a stepparent? Is that the role of the surviving parent? Is it a 

joint task? 

D Ingram Fromme: I definitely feel that the surviving parent should take the lead in that regard, 

even if you feel like you've developed a fairly trusting relationship with your 

stepchildren, I know from experience that I would come up with ideas that I 
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thought were really like fabulous, like a balloon release, but the fact that I was 

suggesting it, it wasn't coming from them, it wasn't coming from Brian, it didn't 

fly, no pun intended. 

D Ingram Fromme: The natural parent ... the natural parent has a lot on their plate. They really do. 

They're the key link between past, present and future and they are just holding 

up a lot in the family and this is one role that's a very important role to hold up, 

kind of taking the lead on not just the memorialization ideas, of which I have 

many in the book. I have many, many ideas, practical ideas, everything from 

cooking a favorite recipe together that came from the deceased parent, to 

something like a balloon release or an annual walk or run where we can get 

other people involved and you can show them, things like that. 

D Ingram Fromme: So there's plenty of it that people could read up on about the logistical ideas, 

but I think the key thing is getting the energy and the awareness to actually 

make the move to try to get the kids talking about their feelings, drawing them 

out and seeing what they might want to do, especially on those anniversary 

dates. It takes a lot of energy. It's way easier to just ignore it and pretend that 

everything's fine because on the surface everything does seem fine. It kind of 

seems like just any other day. 

Jenny Lisk: I know you talked a little bit about, in the book, about how the deceased parent 

is still very much a part of your new family. Did that surprise you or what ... Do 

you have any additional thoughts on that? 

D Ingram Fromme: It did surprise me and I just wanted to share a little story that someone recently 

wrote into my website and was so glad to find the book because she and her 

fiance, it was a divorce situation. So she was about to get remarried to someone 

and the former wife was still around, but in the time between the time they got 

engaged to this sort of slightly pre-wedding date, the natural mom contracted a 

terminal illness and she passed away. 

D Ingram Fromme: So what the person wrote in was, "Everything has changed now. I was planning 

my role based on the other parent being around and being available." And I was 

the exact same way. I think without the nudge and the reminder that we really 

have ... There's still three parents in this scenario, without that nudge I think we 

are surprised by feelings and reactions that will come up in the household. 

D Ingram Fromme: So to answer your question, I think at minimum just being sensitive a second, 

just being sensitive to the possibilities that you may wake up on a weekend day 

and the kids may just not be relating to you, they may seem distant, in the teen 

form they might be outright ignoring you or being rebellious. Just being aware 

that these things can happen at almost any time. I think I mentioned not taking 

it personally. That's a whole another topic we can talk about. 
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D Ingram Fromme: But beyond that, to be in communication with a natural parent if you're 

observing, something like that. Talk about it and the two of you, be a unit to be 

able to address, hey, what might be the best way to vocalize this behavior and 

actually say, "Hey, we're observing that. Maybe you have a little less energy 

today or you seem quiet today." And to be able to decide what to do with that, 

but then let the natural parent take the lead. 

Jenny Lisk: Okay. You mentioned this person had written into your website. So I think that 

brings up an interesting topic. It sounds like she's preparing to marry into this 

family. So what sort of preparation or reflection do you recommend for 

someone who is preparing to marry into a family with a widow or widower and 

some children? 

D Ingram Fromme: Okay, good. I think the first thing is to really be aware of what kind of mindset 

you're bringing into the relationship and to be really honest about that. I 

mentioned that I was kind of a fan of kids and pretty optimistic and actually 

looking forward to having kids, but I didn't come in with kids. So many parents 

might be coming with kids already. So I think there's a lot of different mindsets 

that you could have wanting to remarry. 

D Ingram Fromme: Of course and hopefully, there's love at the heart of that new relationship, but 

there are other things to do, like maybe there's financial security. Maybe there 

is I'm tired of being a single parent, if you are bringing kids into the marriage. 

I'm tired of being a single parent. This takes a lot of energy and I want a partner. 

I want a life partner to do this with me. So where are you coming from, coming 

into this relationship, and then where is your partner coming from? And to be 

able to have that discussion as two adults and to really reflect on that with each 

other and see how that might affect the parenting responsibilities even and the 

long-term projection of how to either blend two families or even just bring a 

single individual that doesn't have parenting experience into a relationship. 

D Ingram Fromme: I'm always a fan of trying counseling. I think, take all these dynamics out and 

premarital counseling is a great idea, try adding these dynamics, so it's an even 

better idea. I would definitely encourage looking at the family therapist and 

getting some professional advice in addition on what should we be thinking 

about heading into this relationship. And then the other thing is if you are 

listening and you are considering getting into a relationship, do not hesitate to 

run right out and read about that stepfamily cycle and figure out how that 

speaks to you. Because just having the awareness of that cycle could take away 

so much confusing and stress as a stepparent. 

D Ingram Fromme: And then the final thing I would say is as a stepparent I think you just have to be 

prepared for rejection. There is going to be some form of rejection. In 

interviews and stories I've read over and over, you see when a couple is dating 

and the relationship with the kids, or maybe the stepparent had a different role 

in somebody's life. Maybe they were a nanny or a teacher or somebody's co-

worker and the kids have one view of that person. Now you're getting married. 
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The way the kids will react once the deal is sealed really changes and we read 

that over and over and over, even in the case of a man and woman who were an 

aunt and uncle to children. 

D Ingram Fromme: And then the mom died, the natural mom died and the father was in prison and 

so the aunt and uncle took the kids in. They had a great relationship with the 

kids as aunt and uncle, but now that they were the stepparents, it all changed 

and again, they had to start over with relationship building. So these are all 

dynamics I think to consider when entering. 

Jenny Lisk: So that's reminding me, you mentioned a minute ago about not taking things 

personally because it seems like it would be tricky to do. I guess what advice 

would you have for a stepparent maybe getting a cold shoulder from teenagers 

or something? How they should maybe view that and react, or not react, or 

handle that? 

D Ingram Fromme: Yeah. This is such a tough topic. It's so easy to say don't take things personally 

and then in the daily life we will. We just will take things personally. I do have 

some suggestions though to read. Let me get to the page here. I'm going to read 

some of these from the book. I have "schemes to depersonalize rejection." 

Some of these are fun and even interactive. Especially if your kids are younger, 

we used to call it getting down on the floor and playing, just hanging out. You're 

really at first engaging with them as more of an observer, but if you can get 

them into either verbalizing or drawing or writing how a situation feels to them. 

D Ingram Fromme: And you could ask a specific question or you could just have them draw how 

they're feeling that day. It's pretty interesting what can come out of that colors, 

shapes. Not in the work that I've done, but I remember very distinctly at a 

conference a young boy had drawn a picture of himself with like blood coming 

out of his heart. That was his way of expressing how deep his sadness was. So in 

art and any kind of fine art, art, writing, performing, that can be a very powerful 

release, I think, for children. 

D Ingram Fromme: Another thing that I would always recommend at any phase of stepparenting is 

going bigger than yourself, and whether that means share person of deep faith 

and you return to your spirituality or if you are a person that really likes to give 

back to the community and doing community service, engaging in anything that 

is at a higher level of giving back or explaining things in the world is going to 

bump up, it just bumps you up a level. You don't kind of sink down into that 

nitty, nitpicking personal, he did this, she did this, I did that, I said that. 

D Ingram Fromme: So being able to have regular ways to connect with the world in a way that's 

larger than yourself. I think that's a very, very important strategy and that goes 

a long list. I'm a huge, huge advocate that self-care is not selfish. So for both the 

natural parent, being the widow or the widower, and the stepparent, just 

because you're in this situation doesn't mean you have to devote every waking 

minute to being aware of where your kids are at and what they're feeling. You 
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have to take care of yourself to be able back to give back to them and be 

present for them. 

D Ingram Fromme: And finally, I took a strategy from an author named [inaudible] who developed a 

compassionate detachment strategy. I really love this one and I used this a lot, 

especially when the kids were teens. So compassionate detachment is: I'm going 

to step away from engaging in kind of a daily relationship building and focusing 

on every little interaction that happens. I'm going to remove myself a level and 

take care of myself. 

D Ingram Fromme: However, if my stepchild is coming to me with something that they need from 

me, I will be there for them. I am not removing myself completely from the 

relationship. I'm not cutting it off. I'm not pushing them away, but I'm taking 

care of myself and I'm still on some level being available to provide compassion 

to them, should they want that from me. Because if they're coming to me and 

asking for something, I want to be there for them. 

Jenny Lisk: The detachment part though is not like pushing, pushing, pushing at them. It's 

more letting them come to you. 

D Ingram Fromme: Exactly. I see detachment as sort of removing myself away from the daily 

interaction than investing that energy that I would normally be putting into 

trying to make relationship, investing that energy in something that's building 

me up, that's good for me because again, that's going to make me a better me 

for them, if I'm doing that. 

Jenny Lisk: Okay. One thing that you mentioned in the book, you were talking about 

relating to ... There's almost like three families involved, three sets of 

grandparents, three sets of aunts and uncles. Can you talk a little bit about 

either the importance of maintaining those relationships, or tips for doing it, or 

what's tricky about it. And I'm thinking, you know, so in this case you have the 

family of the stepparent, the family of the surviving parent, and the family of 

the deceased parent, potentially all involved in the lives of the children. 

D Ingram Fromme: Okay. I will start with the family of the deceased parent, only because that 

family is probably going to be struggling a little bit with how they fit in with the 

kids' lives now, now that their son or daughter is not living. And I know that this 

takes a lot of good adult communication, to be able to work out that 

relationship and where it stands. So again, back to the surviving parent who's 

holding up a lot of weight and balls, but the natural parent is probably the 

person who can help best facilitate that relationship since he or she knew the 

grandparents in the capacity up to this point. 

D Ingram Fromme: I will say from the kids' perspective that any relative, any blood relative of the 

person they lost is hugely important in their future development. Those people 

can help continue the bonds with the lost parent because they can spin the 
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stories, they can show the items, they can have the kids come visit and say, 

"This was your mom or dad's room." Or, "This is what I've saved." There's a role 

that the blood grandparents play on that side of the family that's irreplaceable. 

So at a very minimum, it's really important to develop a civil relationship with 

that side of the family. It's really for the sake of the kids and again, that concept 

of continuing bonds. 

D Ingram Fromme: That's what we call the third set of grandparents. I can speak for my own ... My 

father was deceased by the time I married Brian, but my mom really was around 

for maybe at least 10 years of the kids' development. She really did try to be 

there for them and treat them the way that she treated her other 

grandchildren. That was just something that she really aspired to. And being her 

age and being through her whole life, she was also a stepmom, she also had 

developed a healthy sense of sometimes this works and sometimes this doesn't 

and sometimes they want to be close to me and sometimes they don't. She was 

pretty good about knowing when to step in and knowing when to let go. 

D Ingram Fromme: I think the easiest of those three groups then is parents of the natural parent, 

that's the surviving parent. So the grandparents, they are just continuing the 

relationship in a very similar way, I believe, to the way it was before. Not as 

much has changed in the world. 

Jenny Lisk: Right. Sure. Okay. All right, thank you. I wonder about situations where maybe 

additional children become involved in the new family either because both 

parents getting married are bringing children into the family, or because 

perhaps the new couple has an additional child or two, which I think was your 

case. 

D Ingram Fromme: Yes. 

Jenny Lisk: I mean, how are the dynamics around that? Do you have any advice around that 

topic, of having two or several grieving children and then adding more children 

into the family? 

D Ingram Fromme: Sure. Well, I'll speak of my case where there was a certain ... It was five years 

before Brian and I had a baby together. What was nice about that was that we 

did ... I think I was fortunate, although I wish they could have not lost their 

mom, of course, but fortunate that I did get to have that relationship runway, 

building time with them. So I think we had about almost five years, yeah, five 

years of marriage until Amy was born. I think being very inclusive and answering 

all of their questions, this is a time when family meetings really played a huge 

part in communicating about what it might be like to have a new baby in the 

house. 

D Ingram Fromme: But the word inclusive would be my guideline to strive for. You definitely 

wouldn't want your stepkids to feel like oh, now that the new baby's here all 
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bets are off. Now I'm going to live with another mom or dad because they're 

just going to be busy all the time taking care of the new kid. And practically 

saying that I think we were really good about including the kids with all the 

planning and what might this be like. And what will the baby call you? Because 

we call you Diane. Just really, really good questions that they have. 

D Ingram Fromme: And then just be aware that if you are a mom and you have a baby, there is a 

certain amount of energy that's going to go naturally to taking care of the baby. 

It's a good thing too because it can allow you to be investing somewhere else 

and not being so focused on every little thing that your stepkids say and do. And 

then the other situation where two families are blending and they both have 

kids, that just takes a ton, ton, ton of communication. That's the go-to in that 

situation. 

D Ingram Fromme: So the fantasy stage of that situation is of course like The Brady Bunch, right? 

It's the quintessential blended family, but it, of course, is not going to really 

work out like that. And so moving into that middle phase of high communication 

and family meetings is really, really important in that sense. An upside though, I 

think, of two larger families blending is that the kids are going to figure out ways 

to form bonds with each other not orchestrated by the parents in any way, 

shape or form. I think that's really good and healthy also. 

Jenny Lisk: Okay. You mentioned that the kids call you Diane and I think there was a funny 

story in your book about the question of what the kids should call you. 

D Ingram Fromme: Yes. Yes. This is why I always say, don't try this at home. I got it in my head and 

in hindsight, don't try this at home. I got it in my head that at least at school 

they should not call me Diane. I really wanted them to find an affectionate 

name for me that was not mom and not Diane. I mean, I think it was fine for me 

to have this aspiration, but I wish somebody had just talked me off the ledge on 

this. 

D Ingram Fromme: When it comes to naming I kind of feel like the kids should be able to call you 

what is comfortable for them as long it's not disrespectful. So that's the bottom 

line. But anyway, I got on this thing and Brian really liked the Peanuts characters 

and especially Snoopy. I was like, "Oh, that'd be fun. They could call me 

Snoopy." I remember saying ... These poor kids were like seven and nine. And I 

sat down with them and was like, "Hey, what do you think of this?" In the end, 

Ian, the younger one, chose to call me mom and that lasted for a long time until 

he was about 15. 

D Ingram Fromme: And Brittany, who was a little bit older was just very clear that she could not call 

me anything but Diane. And I really respect and I think that, wow, that was 

really clear minded of her at that age. I think the boy, being a little bit younger 

kind of felt like oh, well, maybe I should do something about this, and he just 

didn't know how to advocate for himself. So that really backfired, when he was 

a teenager that was a line he drew and he went back to calling me Diane and 
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that was hurtful after all those years of hearing the word mom, but I realized 

that that was ... It was really not right of me to try to force that on them. 

Jenny Lisk: And then you mentioned The Brady Bunch which reminds me ... I was curious 

about some common myths about stepfamilies. I suppose probably the original 

one is the evil stepmother myth, but I think you talked about some other myths 

about stepfamilies and maybe can you debunk some of those? 

D Ingram Fromme: Oh, sure. Oh, there's so many. About the evil stepmom I will say that media 

plays a huge role in that. If you just think strictly of Disney movies. First of all, 

why did so many moms die in Disney movies? That's the question we can ask. 

The stepmoms, Cinderella is sort of the classic example. I mean, stepmom and 

the stepsisters were totally oblivious to Cinderella's needs and what Cinderella 

really needed was just never talked about or discussed. 

D Ingram Fromme: So I think that's an easy one to debunk because we can see as adults that that's 

come from media bombardment and just to make jokes about that even. I 

interviewed one psychologist who said that one of her clients actually chose the 

name Wick for wicked. So she didn't even ask because she just started like 

signing cards Wick and she would refer to herself as Wick and she wouldn't even 

joke about it. It's like, "Hey, I'm the wicked stepmother." Defusing myths with 

humor is certainly a great way to approach those. 

Jenny Lisk: One of the ones I think you mentioned that the myth, that there's only one kind 

of ideal family. The original family is somehow the ideal and this idea that a 

stepfamily is sometimes viewed as a dysfunctional first family rather than its 

own unique entity. 

D Ingram Fromme: Sure, sure. And getting back to that stepfamily cycle, that's why reading that and 

internalizing that is so important, even some past therapies have started with 

the stepfamily as having to eventually achieve the ideals of a first family. And if 

you think about a family developing organically, there's no way to compare the 

experience of a group of people who have been together since the birth to a 

group of people that have been thrown together with maybe not all family 

members being 100% on board with this situation. So I do not feel like there is 

an ideal family. 

D Ingram Fromme: Another analogy I'll bring to explain that is in another part of my life I supervised 

international exchange students. So they would come over from other countries 

and I'd help find families and high schools for them to stay in and attend the 

high school, attend certain high schools. Anyway, they are coming in and they 

are getting one American family that they live with. So the students that are 

staying with us and students that have stayed with let's just say the family two 

blocks away who might have six children, it's going to be a completely different 

experience. Neither family is better or worse. It's just different. 
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Jenny Lisk: It's just different, right. 

D Ingram Fromme: It's just different. So that's the way to think of ... it's so tempting to want to be 

The Cleavers or The Brady Bunch, but instead we're more like, if we're sticking 

with media, like maybe Modern Family. Modern Family, there's so many 

different types of families. I think the fun in growing a stepfamily is what do we 

want to create together? We're on the same team, what do we want to create? 

Instead of kind of fighting what we're not, let's figure out what we are. 

Jenny Lisk: Yeah. No, that makes a lot of sense. Two other questions that I wanted to just 

circle back to because I didn't bring them up before. One was I wonder if you 

have any tips for the surviving parent who maybe feels sometimes caught in 

between the kids and the new spouse. 

D Ingram Fromme: The surviving parent and the new spouse have to be a union, a tight unit on the 

same page. It doesn't mean that they'll always agree. I would think the surviving 

parent probably, unless that person has been in a stepfamily, probably doesn't 

exactly know how to relate to the outsider feelings that the stepparent might be 

feeling. He has to be sensitive to that. If the surviving parent can create a 

steady, open line of communication with the new spouse and if they can agree 

that the new spouse can bring anything to him or her directly, not in the 

presence of the children, just even those frustrating, ugly feelings that come up 

sometimes that just make no sense. 

D Ingram Fromme: If there can be permission made that hey, you can bring those feelings to me 

and I'll help you process them. I don't disagree with what you're asking me to 

do, but we can certainly talk about it. I think that's going to go a really long way 

to helping the stepparent ease in to the new family. That's probably my biggest 

tip. And again, always being sensitive to having this conversations in private 

apart from the children and then you reveal to the children what you as a 

couple agree that has come from that discussion. 

Jenny Lisk: Yeah, okay. Thank you. I wonder also if you have any tips for the new stepparent 

on bonding with kids, and I'm thinking particularly of older kids, teenagers, 

especially in a case where the interests may be very different. One party is 

maybe all about sports. One party is all about something else that's not sports. I 

guess well, first of all, how important do you think it is that the stepparent try to 

find some kind of common ground and bonding opportunities and then do you 

have any tips for that? 

D Ingram Fromme: Sure, sure. I'm going to step back just one second and say one more thing about 

the surviving parent. I think another role the surviving parent plays outside of 

the couple is to be available and present for his or her children and when that 

person cannot be available or present, and I don't just mean physically, of 

course, I mean emotionally as well to set up for the kids that the stepparent will 

be taking charge, will be stepping in and that he or she expects that the kids will 

work with that person, work with stepparent and honor that stepparent during 
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a time where the parent really feels for whatever reason that they cannot be 

physically and emotionally available. 

D Ingram Fromme: And maybe it's as simple as a business trip. Brian went to Japan for 10 days. I 

think this was actually before we got married. It was right before we got 

married and I think he set that up really nicely, that I was going to be helping 

them after school during that 10 day period. I just think that's a really important 

factor for the surviving parent. 

Jenny Lisk: Okay. Okay. Thank you. 

D Ingram Fromme: Okay. And then on the stepparent side. Your first question was, is it important 

to be able to find those commonalities. I think it's important to be observant of 

what each child in the family, what makes them tick. And to kind of be collecting 

data, if you will, I don't mean hard data, but to be collecting impressions. You 

don't necessarily have to share an interest with your stepchild to make a bond, 

and I think it's easy to try too hard to create that kind of situation, but just to 

always be on the lookout. 

D Ingram Fromme: It can be something new even that you're willing to explore together. It could be 

a TV show, a series that you use suddenly both find yourself watching one night 

and maybe make a tradition, "Hey, everyone Wednesday night we'll turn this on 

and we're going to watch it together, and have a little discussion." I think by 

remaining open to the possibilities of where the relationship could go, that's 

more important than picking a specific thing, like fighting to find the 

commonality. And trust that it will happen, it will happen. Something's going to 

come on if you remain open. I'm very confident in that. 

Jenny Lisk: Yeah, okay. Great. We're actually reaching the end of our time today. I do have 

one last question here. If you could say one thing to widowed stepparents, what 

would it be? 

D Ingram Fromme: I would say that grief has a way of seeping from the inside out in the most 

unexpected ways and to be prepared and open to field unexpected situations 

with keeping in mind of honoring the deceased parent in that whole picture is 

probably one of the most important things that you can bring to the 

relationship, even more so than finding a common sport or activity. I believe 

that remaining open to ways to help a child navigate their grief process is going 

to be one of the keys to deepening that relationship, which then unlocks the 

doors to so many other wonderful things, including the right to eventually step 

in and provide discipline or provide further guidance down the road when the 

stakes are higher and kids are older. 

Jenny Lisk: Okay. Fantastic. I think that's a great place to end. Thank you so much. My guest 

today is Diane Ingram Fromme, who is the author of Stepparenting the Grieving 
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Child. Diane, where can listeners find you if they'd like to learn more about you 

and your work? 

D Ingram Fromme: Okay. So let's start with the website. My website is 

www.DianeIngramFromme.com. So it's just basically my whole name. And then 

the book, Stepparenting the Grieving Child. If you happen to be a fan of 

independent bookstores, so if you're one of those people who likes to see 

independent bookstores still make a living, one of my favorites that's carrying 

this book is the Tattered Cover, and it is in Denver, but they have this book 

available online. So I'll say it again, the Tattered Cover, and they're simply 

TheTatteredCover.com. And if you're more of an e-reader, this is also available 

on Amazon, ebook, Kindle and paperback and Barnes & Noble in paperback. 

And Smashwords, which is entirely electronic. 

Jenny Lisk: Super. And I think you also have a closed Facebook group for widowed 

stepparents, or who's the group for? 

D Ingram Fromme: Yes, yes. Well really, any stepparent that wants to join that has concerns that 

they want to discuss about raising the grieving kids. And probably the best way 

to find that is just to Google in Facebook, you just search and Facebook for 

steparenting the grieving child, it's the same as the book title, and then just 

request membership and provide me a little bit of information about why you're 

interested in joining the group. 

Jenny Lisk: Sure. Okay, fantastic. Well, Diane thanks so much for speaking with me today. 

D Ingram Fromme: And thank you for having me Jenny. It was really a lot of fun. 

Jenny Lisk: Absolutely. 

 


